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A. Today we are going to look at two of the most __________ things 

 Jesus ever said to anyone. 
 

B. What we must understand is that there is no ____, if there is no ___. 
 

C. The question was a direct appeal to the invalid’s _______.  Jesus 

 wanted to know if his _______ was as paralyzed as his ________. 
 

D. In the man’s reply, Jesus heard him saying that he had the ______ to 

 get well, but he didn’t have the _______ to do it. 
 

E. All sickness is ___________ brought about by sin, but some 

 sickness is __________ related to our own sin. 
 

F. The sad truth is that some people would rather live with their _____, 

 then to live on God’s _______ without it. 
 

G. Let’s learn three things about Jesus and the makeover he offers: 

 1. Jesus wakes “victims” up to their ______________. 

 2. Jesus takes on all ____________ to changed lives. 

  a. Jesus is not challenged by: (1) __________, or  

   (2) ________________, or (3) _________. 

 3. Jesus makes no one ________ against their ________. 
 

H. The _______ of life-change becomes the _______ of life-change. 
 

I. It is possible that many of us want to be ________ more than we 

 want to _________. 
 

J. Three action steps we can take if we are tired of our walls: 

 1. We can validate his _____________. 

 2. We can activate our _____________. 

 3. We can initiate our ______________. 
 

K. Where there’s a will..._______ is the _______! 

 

Answer Key:  A. confusing.  B. way, will.  C. will, spirit, body.  D. will, 

power.  E. indirectly, directly.  F. debility, terms.  G.1. responsibility.  

G.2. challenges.  G.2.a. time, tradition, doubt.  G.3. well, will.  H. hope, 

fear.  I. excused, change.  J.1. diagnosis.  J.2. will.  J.3. walk.  K. He, way 


